
SCENARIOS 

These three scenarios give you the opportunity to choose a brief but critical period of the war to 
sample your skills. Also, their victory conditions each emphasize something unique so you can focus 
on different aspects of the war as well as different time periods.  

“Send in the Marines!”, starts with the landing of US Marines at Danang in March 1965 and lasts 
through the end of 1967. You control the frantic US buildup in ’65-’67 and confront the challenges 
posed by an ascendant VC and North Vietnam’s host of secretly infiltrated regiments, all while getting 
little or no help from the collapsed South Vietnamese government and its army (ARVN). You win by 
destroying VC and NVA forces – a classic Vietnam ‘body count’ campaign! 

“Cambodia and Laos incursions” lets you recreate the only period of the war where the US and ARVN 
went on the strategic offensive, with incursions into communist base areas in neighboring Cambodia 
in 1970 and Laos in 1971. These offensives were critical to Nixon’s ‘Vietnamization’ strategy by 
disrupting and reducing the communists’ ability to supply and reinforce especially their VC forces in 
South Vietnam. The game begins in 1969 and ends after South Vietnam’s Laos incursion. Success will 
be earned by destroying Political Cadres. 

“Paris ‘Peace’ Accords” is a slightly tongue-in-cheek reference to the less-than-peaceful peace treaty 
agreed to between the US and North Vietnam. Violence was reduced during the years following the 
accords, but more due to North Vietnam’s need to make good its losses suffered during America’s 
intervention than their solemn signatures in Paris. Likewise, the South Vietnamese took advantage of 
the ‘peace’ to wrestle back some of their territories lost during North Vietnam’s 1972 Easter 
Offensive. But beware! North Vietnam is using this down time to prepare a giant offensive for 1975-
76. Can you survive it? The Scenario begins right after the last US units have left country – South 
Vietnam is on its own. Victory is the same as in the full 50 turn game – hold Saigon until the 
communists are spent! 
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SCENARIOS – Save South Vietnam! 

1. “Send in the Marines!” 1965-1967 (turn 0 to turn 11 after “Combat” phase) 
a. Setup and the initial turn are the same as in the regular full game (see “III. Setup”). 
b. Victory/Defeat: Lose instantly if any Province “Falls”. Otherwise, communists get 1 

point per NVA Regiment and VC Battalion left on the board after the “Combat” 
phase of Turn 11: 

0 points, decisive US victory 
1-3 US victory 
4-5 Stalemate! 
6-7 communist victory 
8+ decisive communist victory 

 

 

2. “Cambodia and Loas incursions” (turn 16 full turn, to turn 25 after “Combat” phase) 
a. Setup 

i. VC/NVA 
1. PCs: none (they were all wiped out in the 1968 Tet Offensive!). Place 

all 25 in the Political Cadres box. Do not use the “Tet Offensive” 
counter in this scenario 

2. VC Battalions: none in Provinces 1, 2 and 3. For Provinces 4, 5, 6 and 
7, roll a die for each: 1-3 = 1 VC, 4-6 = 2 VC. For Provinces 8 and 9, roll 
a die for each: 1-2 = 0 VC, 3-6 = 1 VC. 

3. NVA: roll as if a “NVAs Deploy” Year End phase is happening, using  
B1-W. (Use the [Opt.+2] as well if using the Optional-One rule.) 

ii. ARVN/Police/Political Points 
1. Police: in Provinces 1 and 2, place a Police Track counter pointing at 

5/+10 on the Police Tracks. In Province 3, place a Police Track counter 
pointing at 1/+2 on the Police Track. No other Provinces have Police. 

2. ARVN Regiments: There are 4 in the game, all at full strength. They 
are all placed in the Populous Area of Province 3. (Be sure to have the 
Marine and Airborne regiments in the game if you are using the 
Optional-Two rule!) 

3. Political Points: tally the Political Points in each Province and place the 
Political Point counters as indicated. (Remember: although a 
Province’s Political Points may be -10 and all other conditions may be 
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met to make it “Fallen”, do not mark it “Fallen” unless the Scenario 
starts it as “Fallen”.) 

iii. US forces: all US forces except B52 are in the game.  
1. There are 12 HQ Brigades: 4 at no hits, 4 at 1 hit, 4 at 2 hits, your 

choice. Then, place them in Province Base Areas with one restriction – 
Marine HQ Brigades can only be placed in the Base Areas of Provinces 
7, 8 or 9.  

2. There are 18 Line Brigades representing 9 Divisions. Each Division 
should have 1 Brigade with 1 hit, 1 Brigade with 2 hits. Then, place the 
Line Brigades into their HQ Brigade’s Base Area.  

3. There are 16 Helicopters. 8 should have 1 hit, 8 no hits, then place 1 
of each in Base Areas 2 through 9. 

4. (If you are using the OPTIONAL-ONE rule, place 2 US Independent 
Brigades in Province Base Areas 4, and 2 Independent Brigades in Base 
Area 7. One Brigade in each Base should have 0 hits, one 1 hit.) 

iv. Finish Setup… 
1. Turn counter underlining Turn 16 
2. Air mobility tracking counter on the Helicopter/Air Cav/B52 

Movement track over the “7” 
3. Place unused US Brigade counters in their US Divisions boxes 
4. Place all the AA counters (“AA” and “No AA”) together, face down 

somewhere off board 
5. Organize the rest of the counters off-board by type 

v. Game starts with “US/ARVN Movement” phase of Turn 16. 
b. Victory/Defeat: Lose instantly if any Province “Falls”. Otherwise, communists get 1 

point per Political Cadre left on the board after the “Combat” phase of Turn 25: 
0-5 points, decisive US victory 
6-9 US victory 
10-11 Stalemate! 
12-14 communist victory 
15+ decisive communist victory 

 

 

Note: we put these together in response to player requests, using data from our original and limited additional 
playtesting to arrive at victory conditions etc.  Your feedback on scenario-flow and VP levels, etc. would be greatly 
appreciated, please email your thoughts to: customers@fortress-games.net 
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3. “Paris ‘Peace’ Accords” (turn 34 full turn, to Victory or Defeat) The US has withdrawn so there 
are no US units.  

a. Setup 
i. ARVN/Police/Political Points 

1. Police: for Provinces 1, 2 and 3, place a Police Track counter pointing at 
3/+6. Then, 2 more Provinces will have Police – roll one die. Result: 

1  – place Police counters in Provinces 4 and 5, pointing at 1/+2 
2  – place Police counters in Provinces 4 and 6, pointing at 1/+2 
3  – place Police counters in Provinces 4 and 7, pointing at 1/+2 
4  – place Police counters in Provinces 5 and 6, pointing at 1/+2 
5  – place Police counters in Provinces 5 and 7, pointing at 1/+2 
6  – place Police counters in Provinces 6 and 7, pointing at 1/+2 

2. ARVN Regiments: There are 12 in the game, all at full strength. 4 are placed 
in the Populous Area of the highest numbered Province with Police, 2 in 
the Populous Areas of each of the other four Provinces with Police. (Be sure 
to have the Marine and Airborne regiments in the game if you are using the 
Optional-Two rule!) 

3. Political Points: tally the Political Points in each Province and place the 
Political Point counters as indicated. (Remember: although a Province’s 
Political Points may be -10 and all other conditions may be met to make it 
“Fallen”, do not mark it “Fallen” unless the Scenario starts it as “Fallen”.) 

ii. VC/NVA 
1. “Fallen”: Province 9 has “Fallen” to the VC/NVA. Place a “Fallen” counter in 

it and invert its Political Track counter. 
2. PCs: roll as if a “PCs Deploy” Year End phase is happening, using A6-N. 

Then, after placing those, place 2 more PCs in Province 1, place 2 more PCs 
in Province 9. 

3. VC Battalions: place 8 VC Battalions in Province 9. In the other three 
Provinces that don’t have Police, place 1 VC Battalion each. 

4. NVA: roll as if a “NVAs Deploy” Year End phase is happening, using B4-Y. 
iii. Finish Setup… 

1. Turn counter underlining Turn 34 
2. Do not use the AA counters, Air mobility tracking counter, “Tet Offensive” 

counter, or any US units 
3. Organize the rest of the counters off-board by type 

iv. Game starts with “US/ARVN Movement” phase of Turn 34 
b. Victory/Defeat: Lose if Saigon “Falls”, otherwise, you win! 


